Let G be either GL 2 (R) or GL 2 (C) with maximal compact subgroup K. Let g be its complexified Lie algebra. In this paper, we will construct (g, K)-invariant forms on ⊗ 3 i=1 π i where π i is an infinitesimal principal series representation.
1. Introduction 1.1. In this paper we study the invariant linear forms on the tensor products of three principal series representations of GL 2 (F ) where F is an archimedean field.
When F is a p-adic field, the existence of invariant trilinear forms is known through the work of Prasad [Pa1] . He shows that the space of invariant forms is at most one dimensional and that it exists if and only if a certain epsilon factor is 1. His work was partly motivated by [Re] . He also considers the case when F = R and we will describe his result in more detail below.
Let F = R or C and let G = GL 2 (F ) with maximal compact subgroup K. Let g be its Lie algebra. Let π i (i = 1, 2, 3) be an irreducible infinite dimensional Harish-Chandra module of G. Assume that the product of three central characters of π i is trivial.
If F = R then π i is either a principal series or discrete series representation. Let H be the quaternion division algebra over R and we identify its subset of non-zero elements H * with U 2 . If π i is a discrete series, we denote π i to be the irreducible finite dimensional representation of H * with the same infinitesimal character and central character as π i . When F = C, π i is always in the principal series.
We recall that π i corresponds to a representation σ i of the Weil group W F of F . For a non-trivial character ψ of F and a representation σ of W F , we associate an epsilon factor [JL] (σ) := σ, ψ, s = 1 2 .
We note some facts about the epsilon factor (See Prop. 8.4, Thm. 9.5 of [Pa1] ): (i) (σ 1 ⊗ σ 2 ⊗ σ 3 ) = ±1.
(ii) (σ 1 ⊗σ 2 ⊗σ 3 ) = 1 if at least one of the representations π i is a principal series representation.
(iii) (σ 1 ⊗ σ 2 ⊗ σ 3 ) = −1 if and only if π 1 , π 2 and π 3 are discrete series representations and π 1 ⊗ π 2 ⊗ π 3 has a non-zero H * -invariant form.
The following result is due to Prasad [Pa1] .
Theorem 1.1. Suppose F = R and π 1 is a discrete series representation or a limit of discrete series representation. Then π 1 ⊗ π 2 ⊗ π 3 exhibits a (g, K)-invariant form if and only if (σ 1 ⊗ σ 2 ⊗ σ 3 ) = 1. In this case the invariant form is unique up to scalars.
This paper completes the project by studying the remaining cases when all the representations π i are principal representations.
Recall that an infinitesimal reducible principal series representation of GL 2 (R) either has a unique finite dimensional submodule, or a unique finite dimensional quotient. We say that the principal series is reducible of type I or II respectively. The main result of this paper is the following theorem: Theorem 1.2. Suppose F = R or C and π 1 , π 2 and π 3 are (g, K)-modules belonging to the principal series representations. We make the following assumptions:
then π i is either irreducible or reducible of type I. (2) If F = C, then π i is irreducible. (3) The product of central characters of the three representations is trivial.
Under a further mild assumption if F = C (see §4.6), π 1 ⊗ π 2 ⊗ π 3 exhibits a (g, K)-invariant form and it is unique up to scalars.
The proofs are given in §2.7 for F = R and §4.7 for F = C. Note that our result is consistent with those in the non-archimedean case (cf. Thm. 1.2 and Thm. 1.4 of [Pa1] ).
1.2.
In a related paper [Pa2] , Prasad considers the invariant linear forms of GL 2 (F 1 ) × GL 2 (F 2 ) where F 1 is a quadratic extension of a non-archimedean local field F 2 . In §2 of this paper, we investigate the case when F 1 = C and F 2 = R and we obtain the following theorem (cf. Thm. A, Thm. B [Pa2] ): Theorem 1.3. Let π 1 be an irreducible infinite dimensional Harish-Chandra module of GL 2 (C). Let π 2 be an infinite dimensional Harish-Chandra module of GL 2 (R). Suppose the product of the central characters is trivial on GL 2 (R). We assume that π 2 satisfies one of the following conditions.
(1) π 2 is irreducible. The proofs of the above theorems are given in §3.4 and §3.9. Let GL + 2 (R) denote the subgroup of GL 2 (R) with positive determinant. Using a similar argument we will prove the following proposition in §3.13: (Cf. Thm. 8.4.4 [Pa2] , [F] .) Proposition 1.4. Let π 1 = B(µ 1 , µ 2 ) denote the infinitesimal principal series representation of GL 2 (C) where µ 1 , µ 2 are characters of C * (see §6 [JL] (i) There exists s ∈ C such that 2s is not an integer and µ 1 (z) = |z| s , µ 2 (z) = |z| −s for all z ∈ C * . π 1 is spherical and φ is non-zero on the spherical vector.
In other words, π 1 is a base change from a representation of GL 2 (R). The invariant form is unique up to scalars. In case (i) or (ii) such that l is even, the invariant form extends to a GL 2 (R)-invariant form. Otherwise when l is odd in (ii), the invariant form extends to the sign character of GL 2 (R). Theorem 1.3 will enable us to prove the following corollary in §3.12. Corollary 1.5. Let π 1 be an irreducible infinitesimal principal series representation of GL 2 (C). Let π f be an irreducible finite dimensional representation of GL 2 (R) of dimension n. Assume that the product of the central characters is trivial on GL 2 (R). Then:
The converse statement of Corollary 1.5(ii) is false (see Proposition 1.4(ii)). However we will show in Theorem 3.7(iii) that it is true for 'generic' π 1 .
1.3.
We will give vectors where the invariant forms in Theorem 1.2 and 1.3 take non-zero values. These are recorded in Corollary 2.2, Propositions 3.3 and 3.5, and Corollary 4.6.
1.4.
The organization of this paper is as follows: §2 and §4 are mainly devoted to the proofs of Theorem 1.2 for GL 2 (R) and GL 2 (C) respectively. In §3 we investigate invariant forms of representations of GL 2 (R) × GL 2 (C) and we give the proofs of Theorem 1.3, Proposition 1.4 and Corollary 1.5.
The proofs in all the three sections are conceptually straightforward but rather tedious to achieve. First we ignore the central characters and we work with representations of SL ± 2 (R) or SL 2 (C). Next we write down a basis for the representations. An invariant form φ on a tensor product of representations will give rise to a system of equations derived from the actions of the Lie algebras and the maximal compact subgroups. Using these equations, we will show that the value of φ on a certain distinguish vector uniquely determines the invariant form. The main difficulty is to show existence and this is done by finding a non-trivial solution to the system of equations. The equations in §4 are especially long and we have omitted the details of the calculations. We have also recruited the help of the computer and the software Mathematica c .
1.5.
Towards the end of §2, we show that if at most two of the three principal series representations of GL 2 (R) are of type II, then the tensor product the three representations will exhibit an invariant form for 'most' of the time. See Theorem 2.3.
In §3.11 we give a counter example to show that the third assumption in Theorem 1.3 is necessary in order for the theorem to hold. However if π 2 is a reducible principal series of type II which fails to satisfy the assumption, we will prove Theorem 3.7 in §3.14 which states that Theorem 1.3 remains true for 'almost' all π 1 .
1.6.
Tensor products of unitary representations of SL 2 (R) and SL 2 (C) have been studied in [Re] and [W] respectively.
After the completion of this paper, the author was notified of an unpublished result in Tohru Uzawa's thesis where he proved Theorem 1.2 for F = R and π i irreducible principal series representation using hyperfunction sections. See §3.5 of [Uz] . The proof given in this paper is comparatively more elementary.
Finally we recall that Gross and Prasad have a general multiplicity one statement in the category of smooth, Fréchet representations of moderate growth [GP] , [W] . Our results suggest that perhaps it is enough to work in the algebraic category of (g, K)-modules.
GL 2 (R).
2.1. Throughout this paper all representations of GL 2 (C) or GL 2 (R) are infinitesimal representations unless otherwise stated.
In this section we will study (gl 2 (C), O 2 )-invariant forms on tensor products of three principal series representations π 1 , π 2 and π 3 . It is assumed that the product of the central character is trivial so we will only work with (sl 2 (C), O 2 )-modules.
Let
We embed ι :
For the rest of this paper GL 2 (R) and SL 2 (R) will refer to the images of GL 2 (R) and SL 2 (R) under ι. Let gl 2 (R) and sl 2 (R) denote their Lie algebras and h := sl 2 (R) ⊗ C sl 2 (C). Let H, X, Y be the standard basis of sl 2 (R) ⊂ gl 2 (C). Note that iH ∈ Lie(K).
2.3.
We recall some facts about principal series representations (see pp. 164-166 [JL] ). A (h, K)-module π = π(s, , m) belonging to the principal series is parametized by s ∈ C and , m ∈ {0, 1}. π is spanned by {w n : n ∈ Z, n ≡ (mod 2)} such that In the two reducible cases above (s > 0 and s < 0) we say that π is reducible of type I and II respectively.
If s = 0 and = 1, π = d 0 is called a limit of discrete series.
For
be a principal series with basis {w i n : n ≡ i (mod 2)}. We assume that the product of the three central characters is trivial. Since −1 ∈ K acts trivially,
3 ) = 0 unless n 1 + n 2 + n 3 = 0 so it suffices to find the values of
Then the actions of 2X, 2Y and ω on φ(w 1
Suppose (4) is satisfied for all (n 1 , n 2 ), then (2) is true at a point (n 1 , n 2 ) if and only if (3) is true at (−n 1 , −n 2 ).
We will abuse notations and denote the various points in By (2) and (3),
Putting (5) and (6) into (7) we get
We find the same relation about c, d, e if we use g, h instead of a, b. Suppose (4) is satisfied for all (n 1 , n 2 ), then (8) holds at d = (n 1 , n 2 ) if and only if it holds at d = (−n 1 , −n 2 ).
2.5.
Let N ∈ Z such that N ≡ 1 + 2 (mod 2). Suppose we are given f (n 1 , n 2 ) where n 1 + n 2 = N and they satisfy (8). In addition suppose s 3 + N + 1 + 2k = 0 for all non-negative integer k. We define f (n 1 , n 2 ) for n 1 + n 2 = N + 2k (k ≥ 1) inductively using (3). We state a useful lemma.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on n 1 + n 2 . We refer to Figure  2 where d is the point (n 1 , n 2 ). By induction we assume that (2) is satisfied for all f (l 1 , l 2 ) such that l 1 +l 2 ≤ n 1 + n 2 − 2. Hence f (n 1 , n 2 ) satisfies (8).
By (3) we have
where t = (s 3 + n 1 + n 2 + 1) = 0 by assumption. We put (9) and (10) into the following expression.
This proves the lemma.
Non-Type II representations.
We make the following assumptions about π i .
(1) π i is either irreducible or reducible of type I.
(2) 1 = 2 and 3 = 0 (cf. (1)). Suppose φ is an invariant form on π 1 ⊗π 2 ⊗π 3 and it gives rise to f (n 1 , n 2 ) as above.
and by (8) we have
2.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.2 for F = R. We will construct f (n 1 , n 2 ) which satisfies (2), (3) and (4). Hence the function f (·, ·) will give rise to an invariant form φ. First we assign arbitrary values to:
Using (8) repeatedly, we determine f (n, −n) for all positive n. Note that this is possible because the coefficient of f (n 1 + 2, n 2 − 2) in (8) does not vanish for positive n = n 1 = −n 2 . By (4), we determine f (n, −n) for all n ≤ 0. Note that we could use (8) instead of (4) to get the same values for f (n, −n). Applying (3) inductively gives f (n 1 , n 2 ) for all n 1 + n 2 > 0. This is possible because s 3 ≥ 0. Finally (4) gives f (n 1 , n 2 ) for n 1 + n 2 < 0. Again we may use (8) instead of (4) and base on the remark after (4) we will get the same values for f (n 1 , n 2 ).
We will show that f satisfies (2), (3) and (4). From the construction, f trivially satisfies (4), (3) if n 1 + n 2 > 0 and (2) if n 1 + n 2 < 0. Lemma 2.1 takes care of (2) when n 1 + n 2 ≥ 0. By the remark after (4), f satisfies (3) for n 1 + n 2 ≤ 0.
Finally we note that conversely an invariant form φ will give rise to a function f . The above construction shows that f is completely determined by its value at f (0, 0), f (−1, 1) or f (−2, 2). This proves that φ is unique up to scalars. 
Corollary 2.2. (i) The invariant form is non-trivial on the vector w
exhibits an invariant form unique up to scalars. The invariant form will filter through the quotient
Proof. First we assume that 1 = 2 . We would like to apply the same method as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 where the three π i 's are not of type II. If π 1 or π 2 is of type II, the proof breaks down because the coefficient of f (n 1 + 2, n 2 − 2) (n 1 = −n 2 = S − 1) in (8) is zero. Fortunately Lemma 2.4 below shows that f (n, −n) = 0 if 0 ≤ n ≤ S − 1. By applying (8) we show that f (n, −n) (n ≥ S + 1) are determined by f (−s + 1, s − 1) and (4) gives f (−n, n). Moreover f (n, −n) satisfies (8). Hence the conditions of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied and we may proceed to construct an invariant form as in §2.7. The case 1 = 2 is similar and we leave the details to the reader. By Theorem 1.1 there is an invariant form on (13) and it will pull back to a non-zero invariant form on (12) which is unique. This proves the last assertion.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose 1 = 2 and f (n, −n) satisfies (4) and (8). Then for all but finitely many s 3 ∈ C, f (n, −n) = 0 for |n| ≤ S − 1.
Proof. We will only consider the case 1 = 2 = 0. The case 1 = 2 = 1 is similar and we leave the proof to the reader.
We will solve v = (f (0, 0), f(2, −2), . . . , f(S − 1, −S + 1)). Define a (S + 1)/2 by (S + 1)/2 matrix A = (a ij ) where i, j = 0, . . . , (S − 1)/2 and
By (8) and (11), Av = 0. Hence v = 0 if and only if A = (a ij ) is invertible, that is, det A = 0. Note that det A is a polynomial in s 3 of degree S + 1. If s 3 is not a root of the polynomial, then v = 0.
We retain the notations of §2.2 as well as the embedding SL
. Let π 1 and π 2 be irreducible Harish-Chandra modules of GL 2 (C) and GL 2 (R) respectively. Suppose the product of the central characters is trivial on GL 2 (R). Our goal of this section is to find (gl 2 (R) ⊗ C, O 2 )-invariant forms on π 1 ⊗ π 2 . Similar to §2.1 the central characters of π 1 and π 2 are not essential so we may replace GL 2 (C) and GL 2 (R) by SL 2 (C) ω and SL 2 (R) ω respectively.
3.2.
We define some elements in sl 2 (C).
Next we define the following elements in sl 2 (C) ⊗ R C.
} spans the Lie algebra of the maximal compact subgroup SU 2 and {H 3 , H + , H − } spans its split form.
3.3.
It is well-known that all irreducible infinitesimal representations of SL 2 (C) are either finite dimensional representations or principal series representations. We will follow the notation of §8.3 of [Na] and denote an irreducible representation by π(k 0 , c) where 2k 0 is a non-negative integer and c ∈ C. We recall Theorem 1 of §8.3 [Na] . The actions of the Lie algebra are as follows:
where
We refer to the definition of the infinitesimal irreducible principal series representation B(µ 1 , µ 2 ) of GL 2 (C) in §6 [JL] where µ 1 and µ 2 are characters of C * . We write 
where m 0 = min(b 1 − a 1 , b 2 − a 2 ). We will denote the restriction of B(µ 1 , µ 2 ) to (sl 2 (C) ⊗ C, SU 2 ω) by π(k 0 , c, m 0 ).
3.4.
We recall the definitions of the discrete series representation and its limit d s in §2.3. We will give an alternative description. Let b be the Borel subalgebra of h := sl 2 (R) ⊗ C spanned by H 3 and F − . Let χ 0 be the fundamental character of K 0 given by
Let n ≥ 1, then
We refer to Theorem 3.1 and suppose π 1 = π(k 0 , c) is a principal series representation and π 2 = d n−1 . Since π 1 ⊗ π 2 has trivial central character, the action of −1 ∈ K gives 2k 0 ≡ n (mod 2).
} is the space of F + coinvariants. The next lemma proves Theorem 1.3 when π 2 is a discrete series representation.
Lemma 3.2.
The lemma follows from (14) and the fact
3.5. Let π 1 = π(k 0 , c, m 0 ) and π 2 = π(s, , m) be infinitesimal principal series representations of SL 2 (C) ω and SL 2 (R) ω respectively (cf. §3.3 and §2.3). We will construct a (h, K)-invariant linear form on π 1 ⊗ π 2 . Since −1 ∈ K is assumed to act trivially, we have 2k 0 ≡ (mod 2).
Note that the three assumptions in Theorem 1.3 is equivalent to the following statements. 3.6. Let φ be an invariant form, then via the action of H = 2H 3 we get
) and the actions of 
:
S, N, W, E denote South, North, West and East respectively.
3.7.
We will deal with 2k 0 being odd and even separately. 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose 2k 0 is odd, then φ is uniquely determined by its value at
f k 0 1/2 ⊗ w −1 . Proof. E 0 k 0 ,1 gives φ k 0 1/2 = (−1) m 0 +m φ k 0 −1/2 .(= −1. If k 0 ≥ 1, W b for (k, v) = (k 0 , 0) gives −2(k 0 + 1)k 0 A k 0 φ k 0 0 + R k 0 (s 0 φ k 0 −1 + r 0 φ k 0 1 ) = 0. (22) By E 0 k 0 ,1 , φ k 0 −1 = (−1) m 0 +m φ k 0 1 ,
and (22) becomes
We further subdivide into two subcases depending on whether m 0 + m is even or odd. Proposition 3.5. Suppose 2k 0 is even, then φ is uniquely determined by its value at the following vectors.
Proof. By the discussions above, the values of φ on these vectors determine φ 
3.9.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose we are given the value of φ at f k 0 1/2 ⊗ w −1 or any of the vectors in Proposition 3.5, then the proofs of Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 give a construction of φ k v . We will show that φ k v satisfies E ± kv and E 0 kv and hence it gives rise to a (h, K)-invariant form. Note that (iv) and (v) of Proposition 3.5 do not satisfy Assumption 2 of §3.5 and they will not be considered.
By induction, suppose φ l v (l ≤ k) satisfies (17) to (20) 
Proof. Note that ω sends W
Therefore it is enough to check for v ≤ 0. Put N h and S h into W h to get rid of e and a respectively and we get
Similarly N a will get rid of d
Substituting E h to get rid of s v e we have
Notice that a does not appear in the last equation. Substituting W b to get rid of s v e we have
3.11. Suppose π 2 = π(s = −1, , m), k 0 ≥ 1 and k 0 + m is even. If we apply the proof in §3.9 to (iv) and (v) of Proposition 3.5, then we can show that the dimension of invariant forms on π 1 ⊗ π 2 is one if c = 0 and two if c = 0. This shows that Assumption 3 of Theorem 1.3 is necessary.
3.12.
Proof of Corollary 1.5. Let π 2 be the principal series representation with finite quotient π f of dimension n. π 2 contains the discrete series representation d n : (i) An invariant form on π 1 ⊗π f will pull back to an invariant form on π 1 ⊗π 2 which is unique.
(ii) If π 1 contains a n dimensional K-type, then by Theorem 1.3 π 1 ⊗d n does not have an invariant form. The invariant form on the tensor product π 1 ⊗π 2 must vanish on π 2 ⊗ d n and so it filters through the quotient π 1 ⊗ π f . 
Proof of Proposition
Solving the two equations gives . Here we set m = 0 (resp. m = 1) if we are considering GL 2 (R)-invariant form (resp. the sign character of GL 2 (R)). Clearly φ k 0 has a non-trivial solution if and only if m 0 + m ≡ l + m ≡ 0 (mod 2). Hence the invariant form will extend to a GL 2 (R)-invariant form if and only if l is even. Otherwise we get the sign character.
3.14. Generic statements. Given m 0 ∈ Z and k 0 a non-negative half integer, define
Let π 2 = π(s, , m) (s = 1) be a reducible principal series representation of (h, K). We will denote the finite dimensional quotient or submodule of π 2 by π f . Note that π f has dimension |s| − 1. We assume that:
Theorem 3.7. Suppose m 0 , k 0 and π 2 as above. Then for all but finitely many c ∈ C, the following statements are true.
exhibits a (h, K)-invariant form φ and it is unique up to scalars. (ii) The invariant form φ is non-zero on the vector
Note that (i) complements Theorem 1.3 for reducible principal series representation of type II and (iii) is a generic converse statement of Corollary 1.5(ii).
Before proving the theorem we need a lemma. 
Proof. We will only prove the case when s + 1 is negative even. The other cases are similar and we will leave them to the reader.
and we want to show that w = 0. First we define a (v 0 + 1) by (v 0 + 1) matrix A = (a ij ) where i, j = 0, . . . , v 0 and (ii) This follows from Lemma 3.8.
(iii) Let π 2 be the principal series with finite quotient π f . If π(k 0 , c) ⊗ π f exhibits an invariant form, then the form will pull back to an invariant form φ on π 1 ⊗ π 2 . The form φ vanishes on the subspace π 1 ⊗ d s by Theorem 1.3. In particular it is zero on the vector f
GL 2 (C).

4.1.
In this section we investigate the invariants on the tensor products of three infinitesimal representations of GL 2 (C). Similar to the last two sections, it suffices to restrict our attention to infinitesimal representations of SL 2 (C). Let K = SU 2 (C) be the maximal compact subgroup of SL 2 (C) and let j be the complexified Lie algebra of SL 2 (C). Note that since K is connected, its action is completely determined by its Lie algebra k := Lie(K) ⊗ C.
4.2.
Let V i (i = 1, 2, 3) be the standard representation of SU 2 (C) with standard basis {x i , y i }. Let V * i be its dual space with dual basis {x * i , y * i }. We will denote Sym n V by S n V . Then the SU 2 (C) equivariant pairing of 
Proof. This is a consequence of the Clebsch-Gordan formula.
We will denote the function in (25) 
4.3.
We start with three representations π i = π(k 0i , c i ) (i = 1, 2, 3) as in Theorem 3.1 with basis f k v,i . Without loss of generality, we assume that 
It is relatively easy to show uniqueness of φ in some cases. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 (ii) implies (i). Consider the Cartan decomposition of j = k + p where p is spanned by {F + , F − , F 3 }. The action of p on the K-types of π i defines the following maps of SU 2 representations.
where ϕ i denotes the multiplication of polynomials of degree 2 and n.
To prove (ii), we suppose φ is zero on (29). We will now prove that φ ≡ 0 by induction. Suppose φ is zero on (a, b, c + 2) where (a, b, c) where the sum is taken over all a + b + c ≤ n. By induction, φ is zero on the kernel of ϕ. Since φ is j-invariant, it is zero on the image of ϕ. On the other hand, the restriction of φ on the codomain of ϕ is a linear combination L of functions φ( If e is a non-negative integer, we denote (e) = 1 2 e(e + 1). Suppose
2 + 1) = 0. In this case we set z 2 = z 3 = 0.
Consider
If α 2 = 0, then z 2 = z 3 = 0 and (30) implies that z 1 = 0.
From now on we suppose that α 2 ≥ 1. Solving (30) and (31) we get z 2 = z 3 . By symmetry we have z 1 = z 3 . Putting these back into (30) gives ( (a + 1) −1 + (α 1 ) −1 + (α 1 ))z 1 = 0. Since the coefficients are strictly positive, z 1 = 0. Hence z 1 = z 2 = z 3 = 0. This proves the lemma and the proposition.
4.5.
Considering the action of F 3 (see (15)) on φ we have
. If we perform a change of coordinates using (26), we get
Define the polynomial
then the left hand side of (32) is p times the coefficient of x (32) is equivalent to the following polynomial being zero.
There are seven non-zero coefficients in the polynomial (33) and three of them are
The rest of the coefficients are linear combinations of the above three equations. Solving for l 1 , l 2 , l 3 gives If (40) holds, then there are at most 2 solutions of (r, s). It follows from the last proof that the dimension of the trilinear form is at most 3. We conjecture that Proposition 4.5 is still true without the assumptions in §4.6.
4.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.2 for F = C. The proof of Proposition 4.5 provides a way of constructing φ. We will inductively construct d(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) in the following way. Suppose we have already determined d(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) for k 1 +k 2 +k 3 ≤ n and (37), (38) and (39) are satisfied whenever the d(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) in the equations have been defined.
We define d(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) for k 1 + k 2 + k 3 = n + 1 using either (37), (38) or (39) . It remains to show that d(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) is independent of the equations used.
Consider Figure 5 below where the integral points (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) are labeled 1 to 14. Proof. The proof is simply achieved by writing out L 1 and L 2 in full, simplify and compare. However the equations are long and tedious and we omit the details.
4.8. Question. We conjecture that Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 can be extended to include reducible infinitesimal principal representations of GL 2 (C).
